Chapter 3
Analog Design Flow

3.J. Introduction
lbe time required to do circuit design and the quality of the results are strongly
<lt:pendant on the skill of the designer performing the task. Many design /simulutc /update
schematic

iterations

are nced1.:d to obtain a

design

that

meets the necessary performance

specifications at all required operating and proces11 comers. Redesign of analog building

blocks is a lime consuming process while scaling an nnutog module in CMOS
technology. So nutomatic si:.ting while taking cnrc or "ccond order effects

is of

great

importllllcc. In this thesis a method for automatic si.dng and optimization of a CMOS

Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA), used in analog FPAA (Field
Programmahlc Analog Array) is presented. The optimization detem1ines the optimal
component values and transistor dimensions for CMOS OT A in order tu minimi;-e the
dissipated power . fhe presented methodology uses geometric progran1ming (GP) and
simulation-based optimization in a time-efficient manner. The CMOS OTA is sized using
MATLAB Optimi:.GaLion toolbox applying convex optimization and Cadence Analog

Ci rcuit Optimizer lo include second order effects. Since the design uses CiP method the
globally optimum solution is obtained. The

re~ulls

are verified by detailed analog

simulation using Cadence Analog Design Envirorunent (ADE). The widely tunable lllld
highly programmable OTA is designed in 0.35um CMOS technology, which can be used

for low po~er applications.
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3.2. Analog Design Flow
Pigure ~.I shows main J\nulog Design Flow [34, 35J.

Fabrication technology Fast analog integration in deep sub-micron CMOS technologies has become a
very important issue. Since the technology roadmap predicts a fast scaling-down of the
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transistor's minimum channel lengths to 0 .03 ~un in Year 201 4, tht! ne~d for fast redcsign:s
for different technologies of existing analog building blocks becomes crucial in the IC

industry. Circuit designers must have a working knowledge of chip fabrication to create
effective designs and in order to optimi7.e the circuits with respect to various
manufacturing parameters. Also, the circuit designer must have a clear understanding of
the roles of various masks used in the fabrication process, an<l how the musks W'c usc:<l lo

define various features of the devices on-chip. As fabrication technology scales down, it
becomes more chaJlengeablc to analog designer to design.

Design Specifications The top-down design flow for n transistor-level circuit layout ulways starts with a

set of dcsib'll specifications. The design specifications allow considerable freedom to the
circuit designer. It gives the choice to select a specific circuit topology, individual
placement of the devices, the locations of input and output pins, and the overall aspect
ratio (width-to-height ratio) of the final design. In a large-scale design, the initial design
specifications may also evolve during the design process to accommodate other

specs or

limitations [34].

Sizing-

Analog components are an important part of integrated systems. Either in terms of
elements and area in mixed-signal systems. or as vital parts in digital systems, for
instance power-on reset, pad driving, or clock generation. Despite their importance,
design automation for analog circuits still lags behind that of digital circuits. As a
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consequence, analog components oflen arc a bonleneck in the design flow. Analog
synthesis is complicated because it does not only consist of topology and layout synthesis

but also of component sizing. Additionally, it hos to incorporate physical effects like
process variations, variations of operating conditions, matching constraints, or noise. ll
becomes even more complicated, as more and more mixed-signal systems and systemson-chips are designed with customized analog components. For euch building block a SC I

of sizing rules will be given. These rules result from constraint<; guaranteeing the
dedicated functjon and its robustness e.Q. towards mismatch or clrnnnel lcngt11
modulation. These constrainl8 refer to transistor geometry parameters (width, length,
area) and electrical transistor quantities (e.g. trunsistor drain/source voltage) (361.
In analog circuit design automatically sizing is not possible. ~izing mny start
completely from scrntch, without any initial device siLing information on the schematic
while respecting all design constraints. Sizing begins with annotating the schematic

database with constraints. which includes defining critical device relntionships (e.s.
matching),

identifying

independent v11riables nnd

providing the

target design

specifications (e.g., Total Hannonic Distortion [THO]). Numcr(>US simulations, including
process and operating comer simulations. can be setup to measure the target
specifications of the circuit. After sizing a circuit. designers can view trade-ofT curves
(e.g., between two goals such as power and settling time).

Schematic Capture The traditional method for capturing transistor-level or gate-level design is via the
schematic editor. Schematic editors provide simple, intuitive means to draw. to place and
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to

connect

individual componenis that make up the design. The resulting schematic

drawing must accurately describe the main electrical

properties of all components and

their interconnections. Also included in the schematic is the power supply and ground
connections, us well as all "pins" for the input and output signals of circuit This
inrormation is crucial for generating the corresponding nctlist. which is used in

later

stages of the design. The generation of n complete circuit schematic is therefore the first
important step of the transistor-level design flow. Usually, some properties of the
componems (e.g. transistor dimensions) and/or the interconnections between the devices
are subsequently modified as a result of itt:rutivc
m odilicntivn:. o.nd

opt i mi~ution

s tep~.

These later

uuprovcmems on the circuit structure must also he nccuratcly reflected

in the most current version of the corresponding schematic l34).

Schematic-level Simulation Aller the transistor-level description of a circuit is completed, the electrical
performance and the functionality of the circuit must be verifit:d using a Simulation tool.
The detailed transistor-level simulation of the design will be the first in-depth validation
of its operation. Hence, il is extremely important to complete this step before proceeding
with the

subs~quent

design optimization steps. Dased on simulation results, the designer

usuoJly modifies some

of the device properties (such as transistor width-to-length ratio)

in order to optimize the performance. The initial simulation phase also serves to detect
some of the design errors that may have hccn created during the schematic entry step
[34].
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Layout The creation of the mask layout is one of the most important steps in the full custom design flow, where the dei;iener dec:crihec: the detailed geometries ond the relative

positioning of each mask layer to be used in actual fabrication, using a Layout Editor.
Physical layout design is very tightly linked to overall circuit performance (area, speed

and power dissipation) since the physical structure determines the transconductances of
the transistors, the parasitic capacitances tll1d resistances, and obviously, the silicon area.

which is used to realize a certain fu nction. It is extremely important that the layout design
must not violate any of lhe Layout Design Rules, in order to ensure a high probability of
defect-free fabrication of all features described in the mask layout.

DRC - Design Ruic C heck -

The created mask layout must conform to a complex set of design rules, in order
to ensure a lower probability of fobricatio n defects. A tool built into the Layout Editor,
called "Design Rule Checker", is used to detect any design rule violations during and
after the mask layout design. The detected errors are displayed on the layout editor
window as error markers, and the corresponding rule is also displayed in a separate

window. The designer must perfonn DRC (in a large design, DRC is usually performed
frequently - before the entire de~ign is completed) and make sure that all layout errors are
eventually removed from the mask layout, before lhc final d esisn is s:wed 114].
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t:xtr action -

Circuit extraction is performed after the mask layout design is completed, in order
t o create a detailed net-l ist {or circuit descripti o n) for the simulation tool. The circuit

extractor is capable of identifying the individual transistors and their interconnections (on
various layers), as well as the parasitic resistances and capacitances that are inevitably
present between these layers.

Thus, the "extracted n1:1t-list" can provide a very accurate

estimation of the actual device dimensions and device parasitics that ultimately determine
the circuit pcrfonnance. The extracted net-list tile and parameters are subsequently used

in Layout-versus-Schematic comparison and in detailed transistor-level simulations (postlayout simulation) [34].

LVS- Layout versus Sch ematic C h eck -

After the mask layout design of the circuit is completed, the design should be
checked against the schematic circuit description created earlier. The design called
"Layout-versus-Schematic (L VS) Check" will compare the original network with the one
extracted from the mask layout (excluding parasitic elements), and prove that the two
networks are indeed equivalent. The LVS step provides an additional level of confidence
for the integrity of the de:.ign, and ensures that the ma:;k layout is a correct realization of
the intended circuit topology. However a successful LVS will not guarantee that the
extracted circuit will actually satisfy the performance requirements. Any error Uu:ll may
show up during LVS (such as unintended connections hetween transistors, or missing
connections I devices, etc.) should be corrected in the mask layout before proceeding to
post-layout simulation (34].
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Post - Layout Simulation The electrical performance of a full-custom design can be best analyzed by
performing a post-layout simulation on the cxtmcted c ircuit net-li:a. At this point, tho:
designer should have a complete m ask layout of lhe intended circuit/system, and should
hnve passed the DRC and LVS steps with no violations. lf the results of post-layout
gimulation are not satisfactory, the designer should modify some of the transistor
dimensions and/or the circuit topology, in order to achieve the desired circuit
perfonnance under "realistic" conditions, i.c., raking into account all of the circuit
parasiticil. This may require multiple iterations on the design, until the post-layout
simulation results satisfy the original design requircments. A satisfa1,;tory result in postlayout simulation is still no guarantee for a completely successful product; the actual
performance of the chip cun only be verilit:d by testing the fabricated prototype. Even
though the pnrasitic extraction step is used to identify the realistic circuit conditions to a
large degree from the aclual mask luyout, most of the extraction routines and the
simulalion models used in modem design tools have inevitable modeling and numerical
limitations [34).

3.3 Ta rget Technology
Complete design of whole FPAA has been done in 0.35um Mixcd-Mo<le CMOS
process from TSMC. The reference work has used 2um CMOS process but one Of OUf

goals in this research has been to fi rst scale that design (not as per digital scaling rules)
and second optimizes it for low power consumption and high linearity.
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